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               A Great Place to Grow and Explore 

 

 B-PACC 
 March 21, 2017 
 6:30 - 8:00 pm 

  
Present: 
Darryl Blagrove 
Trish Bourcier 
Evelyn Kissi 
Brenda Maloney 
Julie Tjagvad 
Megan Staples [arrived 7:15] 
Sean Webster 
Kayle Gagnon 
Nicole Gerrity 
Mike Kolze 
  
With regrets: Matt Daly 
  
I Welcome 

 Review norms: asked for review due to changing of membership 
Will revisit three meeting absence rule with Mr. Daly as well as membership rules 

 Sean to facilitate meeting today 

  
II Social Emotional Learning 

 Discussed homework from last meeting (ideas how to reach parents) 
1. Presenting topics while captive audience present 
2. Each one reach one: identifying champions within a group of parents who we 

ask to spread the word: Ex) Parent of a student that plays on a baseball team 
with many other family spreading the word to the other parents 

3. Bring a friend event: have people encourage a friend to come with them to 
events (take advantage of the different groups that already exist within Buckley) 

4. Address families personally-question regarding confidentiality of addresses 
5. Flyers to parents during drop off pick up 
6. Video out to families via website, remind, text and email or Phone blast out 

regarding time and place of meeting 
7. Make short lesson type videos that can then be shared 
8. Mike Kolze offered to help with child care at event if needed 
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9. Christa Perkins offered to come in if we are having an event-What would be her 
role in that case- would it be observer to give input? Present? Observer to give 
commentary 

10. Parents want kids to be involved so that kids will want to go to event 
 Most popular idea seemed to be interactive event/night at Buckley with student involvement as 

well as refreshments 
 Due to its success discussion on what literacy night looked like- met in gym, Matt to give talk, 

all grades came to see what a lesson looked liked in different classrooms (done by grade) 
 Our idea of the event would roughly look like:  

1. Pairing up grades k-1, 2-3, 4-5 (struggle if both parents can’t come and parents 
have students in a variety of grades) 

2. One presentation for each of those groups 
3. Presentation of lesson 
4. Krista Perkins either start evening or finish up and have question and answer 
5. Getting together and eating a dinner together at beginning of event 
6. Offer homework pass for students who come to event 
7. Goal to hold event in month of May (end of the month) (not on a Friday) 

 Most popular ways to get word out:  
1. Video on remind app-out for each class (students from each class to do video) 
2. Flyer in the circle at pickup- bobcat with helper to hand out the flyers 

Vote on stay or go home slightly early- leaving early 
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